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***

Political activist Joshua Jadwin and former US independent presidential candidate Emanuel
Pastreich discuss the current state of the United States in this critical interview.

Topics include:

An objective consideration of the current political situation in China that avoids
the reductive racist terms used in the US to create a “yellow peril” image of the
Chinese people as the source of totalitarianism when, in fact, the Chinese are
just as much victims of a larger agenda, partially originating in China, but largely
directed from United States and Israel.
Getting a handle on what parts of “climate change” are bogus scare tactics
marketed by the corporate technocrats and which parts are deadly real. Why
might the billionaires want to confuse us about what is really going on using fake
science?
Consideration of  why the second amendment is  critical  to  our  future,  while
approaching the issue without getting sucked into the sick gun culture promoted
by the entertainment media complex and weapons manufacturers.
An objective assessment of socialism and capitalism. Could it be that in spite of
all the flaws of Marx, Lenin, and Mao that they offer some real insights into how
to  battle  global  finance,  organize  a  successful  revolution,  and  transform  the
economy? Or are we just being taught by the controlled opposition to ignore
socialism and Marxism so that we never learn how to fight? How can we cherry-
pick socialism for what it offers us?
Why  “science”  is  different  from  “technology.”  How  did  the  ideology  of
technocracy, “sciencism,” bury real science in a shallow grave?
Are all those posts about a global depopulation agenda a hoax? Or are there
signs that this project is already well underway?
How do we move beyond cardboard messiahs, pay-to-play political parties, and
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controlled opposition “radical  critics” who just  teach us to complain and do
nothing?  How  do  we  organize,  take  action,  and  create  an  effective  provisional
government  that  can  actually  represent  the  people,  not  private  military
contractors and Israeli intelligence firms?

Click here to listen to the audio interview.

Excerpt from the interview.

Joshua Jadwin: How oppressive China really is now?

Emanuel Pastreich: China and the United States have signed a death pact between the
two countries. And I think the Wuhan incident and the COVID-19 Operation seems likely
that  it  was  a  co-conspiracy  between corrupt,  rogue private  intelligence  firms in  China
and the US. And the new cold war is basically a scam to keep citizens in both China and
the US from understanding what’s actually going on.

China has a population that is a little bit more excited about new technologies, a little
bit more obedient which goes back to thousands of years of Confucian tradition here.
China, to a certain degree, has been a testing ground to push the envelope on what can
be done to citizens.

The use of QR codes and the way in which public spaces, even restrooms are now
being blocked, you have to use a code… It’s very invasive.

This geo-fencing … is basically being run by Israeli firms … using the model of the West
Bank in China, and that the Chinese government is being partially occupied by Israeli,
maybe Chinese, maybe Japanese and American firms who are pursuing this agenda.

So the whole new cold war is basically a front to keep us from understanding the way in
which the ordinary people in the US and China are being eliminated and destroyed
economically. And China is basically testing new approaches which they tend to use
elsewhere.

*
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Research articles.

This article was originally published on Fear No Evil.

Emanuel Pastreich served as the president of the Asia Institute, a think tank with offices in
Washington DC, Seoul, Tokyo and Hanoi. Pastreich also serves as director general of the
Institute for Future Urban Environments. Pastreich declared his candidacy for president of
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the United States as an independent in February, 2020.

He is a regular contributor to Global Research.
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